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Abstract
Using comp utat ional fluid dynamics , steady state simulations of a capsule like Mars entry
vehicle at certain trajectory points was perfo,rmed . Trajectory points were chosen incrementall y
from 90 to 11.5 kilometers altit ud e. The Direct Simulat ion Monte Carlo method and the Overflow 2 Navier-Stokes solver were used depending on Knudsen number values greater than or less
than 0.1, resp ective ly. To compare flow effects of the maximum ang le of attack error margin of
three degr ees, axial ly symm et ric cases were computed and compar ed to three dimensional cases
demonstrating an attack angle (a) of three degrees. Lift and drag coefficients are reported and
compared. The greatest lift and drag coefficient s were recorded with the 11.5 kilom eter altitude
case: 0.0 and 0.635 for a= 0°, and 0.029 and 0.566 for a= 3°, which introdu ces a lifting force
and demon st rat es a 12.3% change in drag.

Nomenclature

I Symbol II

1

Units

II

Description

a

deg

Angle of attack referenced from direction of flow

Kn

unitless

Knudsen Number

Rev

unitless

Reynolds Number

'Y

unitless

Ratio of specific heats

R

J
KgK

Gas constant

A

m

Mean free path (mean distance between molecule collisions)

L

m

Characteristic length of capsule geometry (0.585 m)

T

Kor C

Temperature

Cv

unitless

Drag coefficient

Fv

N

Drag force

CL

unitless

Lift coefficient

FL

N

Lift force

n

-;;:;:r

mol

Number density

p

~

mass density

p

N

Pressure

~

Introduction

As space exploration contin ues into the twenty-first century, a bold vision has been established. This
vision includes ret urning to the moon and exploring beyond to neighboring planets. The capsulelike geometry was used in early space travel with the Gemini missions and is beneficial enough
to be re-used in the new Crew Exploration Vehicle being developed by NASA for human space
travel. Spacecraft have already been sent to Mars demonstrating the capsule-like geometry and
have succeeded in their missions. Since the capsule geometry entering into the Martian atmosphere
is a current and future endeavor, a better understanding of flow conditions around the capsule is
needed to better predict stability.
The recent Pathfinder mission has brought insight on the error margin for the angle of attack.
Using accelerometers, the angle of attack was approximated as a function of time from entry by
reference [1] and is seen in Figure 1. Also included in Figure 1 is a graph of altitude versus time
of entry since cases simulated in this report are referenced to altitude above landing site instead of
time of entry. Around 50 seconds into entry C-60 km altitude), the angle of attack oscillates above
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Figure 1: (a) Altitude history from ballistic least-squares and sequential trajectory estimates, (b)
estimated angle of attack profile during entry phase based from normal to axial acceleration measurement s [l].
and around 4 degrees. Th e angle of attack is less than 3 degrees otherwise during the entry phas e
and then oscillates largely again around 170 seconds into entry when the first parachute is deployed.
"At the time of peak heat ing, the vehicle is estimated to be at a total angle of attack below 3 deg

[1)."
The aerody nami c effects of these error margin attac k angles is the purpose of the research presented in this pap er. Flow simulations are completed at zero angle of attac k and also 3 degrees angle
of attack for lower atmosp heric cases (altitude < 40 1cm)and results are compar ed. Futur e research
will simulate higher atmospheric cases with a 4 degree angle of attack to analyze the effects of the
region between 40 and 60 kilometers altitude.
Flow properties are predicted using Computational Fluid Dynami cs (CFD), which solves governing fluid equati ons numerically . The case for the capsule geometry entering the Martian atmosp here
is an externa l compressible flow problem. High density (lower atmospheric) flight may be predicted
by the Navier-Stokes equations while low density (higher atmospheric) or rar efied flow may be predicted using probability methods such as the Monte Carlo method.
The Knud sen numb er, which is the ratio of the mean free path of molecules between collisions to
a characteri st ic length of the geometry, is the flow prop erty which identifies the difference between
high and low density flows. This value may be computed by Equation 1 where K b is the Boltzmann
Constant (1.3806503

n;;~and dis diameter of a Martian
9)

air molecule (CO 2 ). As the value of the

Knudsen number approaches 0.1, the flow becomes rar efied, and the validity of th e Navier-Stokes
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Figure 2: Knudsen Number as a function of altitude in the Martian Atmosphere as computed with
ideal gas laws.
equations begins to crumble.

For the current research, the trajectory in interest is that between 90 and 11.5 kilometers altitude.
Supplemental methods are used to decelerate the spacecraft below 11 kilometers altitude such as
parachutes and retm-rockets

which will not be considered in this paper.

The Knudsen number

equals 0.1 near 15 kilometers altitude. The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) [2] probability
code is used for altitudes above 15 kilometers, and Overflow 2 [3], a Navier-Stokes solver, is used for
altitudes below 15 kilometers.
This paper will outline the atmospheric model used to compute atmospheric properties as a
function of altitude, explain grid generation and problem setup for Overflow 2 and DSMC cases,
and present and discuss results including lift and drag coefficient changes between O and 3 degree
angles of attack, and prove grid convergence.

2

Martian Atmospheric Model

The atmospheric model used in the computations is based on velocity vs. altitude data received by
the NASA Global Surveyor mission. Curve fitted equations for temperature
used and ideal gas laws for all other computations.

and pressure [4] were

These equations are shown in the appendix.

It was assumed that the Martian air was Carbon Dioxide in the computations since in actuality
it makes up 97% of the atmospheric composition.

Molecular weight, ratio of specific heats (,),

and the gas contant (R) properties used in the computations

were those of Carbon-Dioxide.

All

computations were achieved using a FORTRAN 90 code which is contained in the appendix.

No
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0.06742

2.65

AUdimensions
in meters

Figure 3: Pathfind er geometry [l)
chemical reactions were simulated in the Overflow 2 cases; however, the DSMC method does contain
chemical reactions.

3

Grid Generation

For Overflow 2 Cases

The capsule geometry used for the cases was that used in the Pathfinder mission and is seen in
Figure 3. Chimera Grid Tools [5) were used to generate the overset surface grids (Figure 4) wh.ich
were then used to project the volumetric grids which are used in the simulation. Grid spacing was
refined near the body as to capture the boundary layer effects. The volumetric grids just described
are considered the near-body grids used in Overflow 2. Off-body grids are Cartesian grids wh.ich
are generated automatically by Overflow 2. The off-body grids match the refinement level of the
coarsest near body grids, and then coarsen in factors of two until the flow field is fully defined [6].
Visualizations of near-body and overlapping off-body grids are seen in Figure 5.
To assure that no giid points exist inside the MEY geometry, the gen_ x tool was used to create
an x-ray box around the body. The x-ray box consists of vectors being projected from a datum
plane defined near the geometry wh.ich record locations where the geometry is crossed. A counter
for how many times the x-rays pass through the geometry tells when a body is being entered (odd
numbers) and exited (even numbers). Using this, holes may be cut in grids to avoid any points
inside geometr ies, and the flow field may be correct ly defined [7].
To compute the forces and moments, the FOMOCO [8) utility is used. When overset grids are

5

(a) Aeroshell region

(b) Aft-body region

(c) Complete surface grid

Figure 4: Overset surface grids as generated using Chimera Grid Tools which are to be used in the
Overflow 2 Navier -Stokes valid simulations.
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Figure 5: (a) Near-body overset volumetric grids used in MEY flow simulation, and (b) overlapping
region of near-body and off-body volumetric grids.
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used, it is possible for forces and moments to be double counted in overlapping grid regions. The
FOMOCO utility erases the overlapping surface regions and fills them with triangulated "zipper''
grids. The new grid generated without overlapping regions is then used to compute the forces and
moments. All this is completed by using the MIXSUR command with a fomoco.i input file describing
grid dimensions, an xrays.in file describing the geometry boundaries, and grid.in, which is the file
containing the volumetric grids . FOMOCO then works during the flow solve to output forces and
moments to file in increments defined by the user.
Grids should be non-dimensional. The most used method of non-dimensionalization is to normalize the entire grid by the characteristic length used in the Reynolds and Knud sen number computations. For this case, the characte ristic length is the smallest diameter of the MEY profile found
in the aft section (0.585 meters). The inputed Reynolds number should also be normalized by this
diameter; hence, the Reynolds number obtains the dimensions of Reynolds number per meter, or
Reynolds number per unit length.
Axisymmetric cases greatly reduce the amount of grid points and computation time for simulations. When the geometry, boundary conditions, and flow properties are all axially symmetric,
only a slice of the flow field and geometry is needed for the case. The grid may be reduced to
a two-dimensional flow field with half the MEY profile cut out. The spacing should decrease to
correctly solve the boundary layer region. This two dimensional grid can then be rotated ±1 ° to
make the ''slice" to be used in the flow solver. The axisymmetric grid is shown in Figure 6. The
FOMOCO utility is not needed in this case since there is only one grid, so Overflow 2's force and
moment solver, OVER.INT was used. Axisymmetric cases contained 30,888 grid points which were
easily computed on one processor.
To check grid convergence, a case was setup with an exaggerated amount of level one off-body
grids. Two bricks were set up around the MEY geometry by setting their bounds and spacing
in the over.narnelist Overflow 2 input file under the $BRKINP section. This case was named the
exaggerated case and wntained 5.06 million grid points while the non-exaggerated case contained
1.4 million grid points.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Axisymmetric grid used in the a = 0 cases for Overflow 2. This grid represents a "slice"
of the flow field and geometry in (a) front view and (b) isometric view.

4

Simulation Setup

4.1

Overflow 2

To start Overflow 2, various input files are required such a.sthe volumetric grids (grid.in), the x-ra.y
file (xra.ys.in), the FOMOCO input file (fomoco.i, an examp le is found in the appendix), the grids
created by MIX.SUR (grid.*), and the over.na.rnelist. The over.na.rnelist defines all user inputs such as
time step, computation methods such as viscous and turbulence models , smallest spacing for off-body
grids, flow field dimensions, boundary conditions, flow para.meters , etc. Inputted flow para.meters
include Reynolds number , Ma.ch number , ratio of specific heats, and temperature.

More input

para.meters are offered which a.re used in other computational models such a.s turbulent viscosity,
but defaults values are usually valid. Complete documentation of na.rnelist content is found in
reference [3].
The time step is an important value for simulations. If the time step is high, too much change will
occur too rapidly resulting in divergence; yet, if the time step is too small, unnecessary computation
cost results.

Since Overflow 2 is a non-dimensional solver, the time step also needs to be non-

dimensiona.lized. To non-dimensionalize time in Overflow, Equation 2 is used where U a.nd L are
the free stream velocity and characterist ic lengt h, respectively, and

t:,,t

is equal to the time the air

flow takes to travel one body length divided by the resolution. The computed time step with a
resolution of 1000 time steps for every body length the flow travels was computed to be 1.5. To a.id
in grid convergence, the time step was reduced to 0.5 for the simulation s.
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In the three-dimensional cases, boundary conditions for all surfaces were set to viscous adiabati c
wall (pressure extrapolation) while the two middle grids were also set with the periodic condition.
For the axisymm et ric cases, viscous adiabatic wall (pressure extrapolation) was set along the MEY
profile, the free stream or characteristic condition was set for all free stream area, axis around L was
set for max and min J to define the axis , and the axisymmetric condition in Y, rotated about X was
applied to the L= l surface.
A double int erpolation scheme is used in the overset grids to approximate Navier-Stokes solved
values to be used as boundary conditions for neighboring grids. This means that a minimum of
4, but preferably 5 grid points per grid should exist in the overlapping regions. When there are
not enough overlapping points , some point s will not receive a value in the interpolation , and hence
become an orphan point. Also, when hole cutting does not occur as desired and grid point s exist
inside a geometry, these point s also become orphan points. Sett ing the IRUN variable und er the
$OMIGLB section to 2 in the over.namelist and running Overflow 2 completes grid connectivity with
near and off body grids, and outputs them to a plot3D grid file called x.save. Using the diagnost ic
tool in Overgrid will aid in locat ing all orphan points. Once orphan point s are repaired and the
complete grid reaches all desired requirements , sett ing IRUN to O will run the Navier-Stokes solver.
To aid in convergence, sett ing the smoot hing coefficients (DIS2 and DIS4 under $SMOACU)
to larger values may be necessary. Once large oscillations in the solution subside, lowering these
coefficients incrementall y until optimal sett ing-s are reached will aid in converging to the correct
solution.
Solutions were computed on multiple processors using Message Passing Inte rface (MPI). Overflow is unique in that it creates more components than there are processors, so multiple grids must
be placed on single processors . The size and the locat ion of the grids are taken into consideration
when they are assigned to individual processors inside a cluster. This will facilitat e intra-group communication (on the same processor) and decrease int er-group communi cat ion (between processors)
during iterations [9].
Simulations were computed on AMD Opt eron 64-bit processor clusters such as Uinta (Figure 7),
which is found in the Utah State University High Performanc e Computing facility directed by Dr.
Thomas Hauser. A single processor has the upward limit of approximately two million grid point s.
For cases running on two processors containing 1.4 million grid points (non-exaggerated cases), an
average computation speed of 4.129E-06 seconds per grid point per iteration was obtained . For the
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Figure 7: AMD Opteron(TM) 64-bit cluster, Uinta, locat ed in the Center for High Performance
Computing, Utah State University.
exaggerated case on 8 processors, an average computational speed of 5.016E-07 seconds per grid
point per iteration was obtained.
Input parameters for the Overflow 2 cases are seen in Table la.

4.2

Direct Simulation Monte Carlo

Current ly, the DSMC method is only capable of one processor calculation s, which greatly limits the
problem size. Three dimensional cases containing the non-zero angle of attack is too computationally
expensive to pursue with only one processor. For this reason, those cases will be delayed until
parallelization of DSMC is complete. Only 2D axisymmetric cases were simulated in DSMC and
explained in this paper.
To input the MEV geometry into DSMC, the profile was defined with arcs and lines. The flow
inputs needed are velocity, temperature, and number density [9]. All these values were computed
by the FORTRAN 90 code seen in the appendix. A typical flow field with cell visualization is seen
in Figure 8. Flow inputs for all DSMC cases a.re shown in Table lb.

5

Results

Velocity contours of the 11.5 and 14 km altitude cases are seen in Figure 9. Notice shifting in the
bow shock and wake that is evident in these cases. Tab ulated lift and drag coefficient outputs are
shown in Table 2.
DSMC results may be visualized by pressure distributions as seen in Figure 10. A plot of drag
force as a function of altitude is represented in Figure 11.
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(a)

Case Alt.
11.5 km
1--tkm

Re
~fa ch
1 56328 2 .186
18"7-tll 3.323

T (K )
hll
22-ll 7 .0792
218.62 .0967

(b)

Case Alt .
10 km
30 km
-to km
50 km
60 km
'70 km
80 km
90 km

\- el. (m -'s)
1985 . -:-5
5065 .01
67 1-t.88
:307 .90
7-t67 . 77
749--t.72
7-198 .87
7-19-:-_02

T ~)
20 5.3
183 .1
160 .9
138-:116. 5
9-t.3
72.1
-19 .9

n
Kn
4.076S E1 9 0 .1559
1 8585 El 9 0.3 -U9
8.598-tE19 0 . -:-390
-t.0 55-tE18 1 5668
l.9630 E1 8 3 .2364
9.8598 El6.-t-t!0
5.2-t30El 1 12.111
3.0800 El20 603

Table 1: F low inputs for (a) Overflow 2 cases and (b) DSMC cases .

Figur e 8: Typical flow field with cell visualization for th e DSMC ax:isymmetri c program. Cells have
been ad apt ed along bow shock and wake regions .
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0
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0 6.\ 531
0 56558
0 6110 1
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Cn
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11 15

Tabl e 2: Lift and drag coefficient outputs for 11.5 and 14 km altitud e cases.
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(d) 14 km altitude with alpha = 3 degrees

Figure 9: Velocity contour visualizations of Overflow 2 cases.
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Figur e 10: Pressure distributions of cases from 70 km to 20 km as computed with DSMC with zero
angle of attack .
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Figure 12: Lift, drag, and side forces plotted as a function of time step for the exaggerated grid
point case simulated at 14 km altitude.

5.1

Grid Convergence

To prove grid convergence, the lift, drag, and side force coefficients were plotted as a function of
time step (Figure 12). Since the flow is unsteady , an exact solution will never be obtained; however,

as the solution oscillates regularly around a single value, that average value may be reported as the
converged result. In Figure 12, it is seen that the solution for the drag and lift coefficients stay
steady for ~2000 time steps; hence, the solution is considered to be converged. The large hump seen
in the drag coefficient represents the time step where smoothing coefficients were refined.
Another approach taken to prove grid convergence was to create a grid with an exaggerated
amount of level 1 off-body grids for the 14 km altitude case in the bow shock and wake regions. Grid
points were increased from 1.4 million to 5.02 million. Drag coefficients were compared between the
14 km case with and without the exaggerated amount of grid points, and a difference of 0.0679% was
computed. This change in drag coefficients is negligible, and the solution was considered converged.
A visualization of the density distribution of the exaggerated case with the grid points shown is seen

14

5.395

0.0 19

Figure 13: Density distribution and grid definition of the exaggerated level one off-body grid case.
Simulation was at 14 km altitude and was computed using Overflow 2.
in Figure 13.

5.2

Discussion

of Results

With the 3 degree angle of attack error margin, significant changes in lift and drag coefficients have
been noted. These changes are not significant enough to looe the stability of the spacecraft; however,
they are significant enough to change the trajectory of the capsule and alter the landing site. The
effects of the change in drag coefficients is less deceleration as the capsule enters the atmosphere.
Using the results from this research, engineers may take the necessary steps to either plan for the
changes in landing sight possible with the error margin, or correct it with retrC>-rockets or by other
means.

6

Conclusion

Using computational fluid dynamics, steady state simulations of a capsule like Mars entry vehicle at
certain trajectory points was performed. Trajectory points were chooen incrementally from 90 to 11.5
kilometers altitude. The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method and the Overflow 2 Navier-Stokes
solver were used depending on Knudsen number values greater than or less than 0.1, respectively. to
compare flow effects of the ma.xi.mum angle of attack error margin of three degrees, axially symmetric

15

cases were computed and compared to three dimensional cases demonstrating an attack angle (a)of
three degrees. Lift and drag coefficients are reported and compared. The greatest lift and drag
coefficients were recorded with the 11.5 kilometer altitude case: 0.0 and 0.635 for a= 0°, and 0.029
and 0.566 for a = 3°, which introduces lift and demonstrates a 12.3% difference in drag. Grid
convergence was proved with lift, drag, and side force vs. time step plots and the computation of a
case using an exaggerated amount of level one off-body grids.

7

Appendix

7.1

Martian Atmospheric Definition Equations

If altitude is greater than 7000 meters,

T = - 23.4 - (0.00222)(alt).
If altitude is less than 7000 meters,

T = - 31 - (0.000998)(alt).

For all altitudes,
P = 0.699 exp(( - 9E - 05)(alt)).

Using ideal gas laws,

and
J\1ach= _v __

,/rirr

For the viscosity, the Power Law was used.

where µ o = l.37E - 05,To = 273.lK, and n

= 0.79, which are constants

for Carbon Dioxide.

The Reynolds Number is defined as
Re=!!Y..f..
µ

The number density was computed using
n=

__E..!:!_
MW

where N is Avagadro's number and MW is the molecular weight of Carbon Dioxide.
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7.2

FORTRAN

90 Program

Computing

Atmospheric

PROGRAM
marsatmosphere
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!Program meant to compute Martian
! according

to Pathfinder

alt/vel

!behaviors

of Carbon Dioxide

atmospheric

readings

properties

and ideal

gas

! DATE PROGRAIIMER
DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
!====

====-=====

-----~----

! 11 Feb 2006 Guy Schauerhamer

Original

Code

! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

IMPLICIT NONE
integer,

parameter

integer,

parameter

integer,
! data

sp = selected_real_kind(p=6,r=37)
dp = selected_real_kind(p=12,r=200)

..

prec = dp

parameter
dictionary

for

c omps

REAL, DIHENSIDN(29) : : vel,

alt

! data

arrays

CHARACTER(len=20) : : a, v

!title

line

REAL : : altitude

!altitude

..
..
..

REAL(KIND=prec)
REAL(KIND=prec)
REAL(KIND=prec)

velocity,

T ,P ,r ,mm,nden

Hach, Tnot,Po,mu,Re,as,

! atmospheric

Tran

KnNEW

of input

properties

! more atmospheric

REAL(KIND=prec)

. . gam=l . 289

!ratio

!CO2 gas constant

REAL(KIND=prec)
REAL(KIND=prec)

.. AV=6. 022E23

REAL(KIND=pre c )

Hl/=44.01

GC=.1889
l =0.685

INTEGER..

i

INTEGER . .

status=□

!data

dictionary

REAL(KIND=prec)

. . nl ~. 001
..

!Check status.

READ(3 ,•)

!Characteristic

DO loop

!for

opening

!Ask user

if

okay,

txt ' , STATUS=•old' , IOSTAT%stat us)
read array data

THEN

alt(i)

, vel(i )

Altitude

' What is

the altitude

in meters?'

READ(• , •) altitude
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! LINEAR INTERPOLATION
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

DO i=l,29
IF (altitude
velocity=vel

2

file

!non - dim . length

a,v

for

(1.5

weight

!non-dim . Reynold's

END DO

WRITE(•.•)

Length

!CO2 molecular
!for

DO i=l ,29
READ(3,•)

heats

! Avagadro 's number

REstar

OPEN(unit =3,FI LE='altvel.

(status==□)

of specific

for non-dimensionalization

REAL(KIND=prec)

IF

properties

! Knudsen Number

REAL(KIND=prec)

..
..

file

=alt(i))

THEN

(i )

EXIT
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Number

m)

Properties

ELSE IF(altitude>alt(i))

THEN

velocity=int(alt(i)

,alt(i-1},

vel(i),

vel(i-1)

,altitude)

EXIT
ELSE
CYCLE

END IF
END DO
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! PROPERTYCOKPITTATIONS

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!! !!!!!

IF (altitude

> 7000.)

THEN

T=(-23. 4_pre c)- (0 .00222_prec•altitude)
P=0 . 699 _prec•exp

( -0. 00009_prec•aJ.ti

tude )

ELSE
T=(-31.0_prec)-

(0 .000998_prec•aJ.titude)

P=0. 699_prec•exp

( -0. 00009_prec•aJ.ti

tude)

END IF
r=(P)/(GC•(T+273
Hach=velocity/
Tnot=(T+273.

. 1_prec))
(sqrt (gam•GC• (T+273 . l_prec)

l_prec)

Po=P•l000 . 0•(1.0+(

•1000. 0_prec))

• (1. 0_prec+( (gam-1. 0_prec) /2. 0_prec) •Hach**2. 0_prec)
(gam-1 . )/2. )•Hach**2 . 0)**(gam/(gam-1.0))

mu=vis(T)
Tran=(T•l

.8_prec)+491.67

Re=(r•velocity•l)
as=sqrt

_pre c

/mu

( (273 . l_prec+T)

•GC•gam•lOOO .0_prec)

mm=H\1/AV

nden=r/mm

KnNEW=KnuB(T
,P ,1)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! NON-DIHENSIONALIZATION

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

REstar= (r•velocity•nl)

/mu

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! OITTPITTTO USER
! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

!Echo input

and write

out results

WRITE(•,•)

'For an altitude

WRITE(•,•)

'Velocity=

of' ,altitude,

'm'

',velocity,'m/s'

WRITE(•,•)

'Temperature=

',T+273.1,'K'

WRITE(•,•)

'Temperature=

',Tran,

WRITE(•,•)

'Pressure=

WRITE(•,•)

'Density-=

WRITE(•.•)

'Stag

WRITE(•.•)

>stag Temperature=

WRITE(•,•)

'Speed of Sound= ',as,

WRITE(•,•)

'Viscosi

'Rankine'

',P, 'KPa'
> ,r,

'k.g/m...3'
>,Po, 'KPa'

Pressure=

ty=

>,Tnot, 'K'
'm/s'

', mu, 'N•s/m ...2'

WRITE ( • , •)

'Hach number=

WRITE(•,•)

'Reynolds

' , Hach

WRITE(•,•)

'Number density=

number= ',Re
',nden
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WRITE
( • , •)

'Knudsen Number

WITE(• ,+)

'Re no dim

! Finish

open if

block

= ' , Kn.NEW

= ',RE.star
and close

file

ELSE
WRITE(•,•)

'File

did not

open'

END IF
CLOSE(unit=3 )
! Include

vis-

int-

Functions:

which is linear

interpolation

which is power law for viscosity

mac- computes mach using

P, r, and gamma

CONTAINS
(ai , ail,

REAL(KIND=prec) FUNCTION int

REAL, INTENT( in)

..
..
..

REAL, INTENT(in)

.. a

REAL, INTENT(in)
REAL, INTENT(in)

int=vil

vi, vil, a)

.. ai

REAL, INTENT(IN)

+( ( (vi-vil)

ail
vi
vil

•(a-ail))

/ (ai-ail))

END FUNCTION int
REAL(KIND--prec) FUNCTIONvis

(T)

REAL(KIND=prec) , INTENT(in)

:: T

REAL(KIND=prec)

. • Tnot=273.1

REAL(KIND=prec)

. . KUnot=0.0000137

REAL(KIND=prec)
vis=KUnot•(

n=O . 79

(T+273. l_pre c)/ Tnot)**n

END FUNCTIONvis
REAL(KIND=prec) FUNCTIONKnuB (T,P,l)
REAL(KIND=prec) ,INTENT(in)
REAL(KIND=prec)
REAL(KIND=prec)

..

REAl(KIND=prec)

: : T,P,l

d=2.46E-10

!Diameter

pi=3.14159

!pi

Kb=l.3806505E-23

KnuB=(Kb• (T+273. 0)) I (sqrt

of CO2 molecule

!Boltzman

Constant

(2 .O_prec) •pi• (d**2) •P•l)

END FUNCTIONKnuB
END PROGRAM
marsatmosphere

7.3

FOMOCO input file (fomoco.i)
-999 . -999 . -999.

-999 . 0. 0. FSMACBALPHA BETA REY GAIIINF TINF

1 NREF
1.0,

o.o,

0.0,

0.0,

0.0 REFL,REFA,XMC,YMC,ZMC

1 NSURF
4,

1 NSUBS, IREF (MEV)

1, 3, 1, - 1, 1, - 1, 1, 1 NG, IBDIR,JS,JE,KS,KE,LS,LE

1 (01)

2, 3, 1, -1,

1, -1,

1, 1 NG,IBDIR,JS,JE,KS,KE,LS,LE

1 (02)

3, 3, 1, -1,

1, - 1, 1, 1 NG,IBDIR,JS,JE,KS,KE,LS,LE

1 (03)

4, 3, 1 , -1,

1, -1,

1 (04)

1, 1 NG,IBDIR,JS,JE,KS,KE,LS,LE

0 NPRI
1 NCOMP
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HEV

1 1

7.4

Overflow Input File (over.namelist)

For Exaggerated Near Body Grid

14 km Altitude Case
$GLOBAL
RESTRT= • T.,

NSTEPS=5000, NFOHO= 1, NSAVE =-5000,

KIJLTIG= .F .,

FKG

=

.F.,

FMGCYC=100,100 ,

NQT = 102,
$END
$0HIGLB
!RUN

= 2,

IBXHIN = 47, IBXHAX= 47 , IBYHIN = 47, IBYHAX = 47,
I6DOF = 0, NADAPT= 0, SIGERR = 0.25,

DYNIICS= .F.,

IBZHIN = 47,
LFRINGE = 2,

$END
$DCFGLB
DQUAL = 0.4,

HORFAN= 1, NORFAN= 15,
$END
$GBRICK
□ FAR=

7.5,

OS= 0 .055, Cl!RLEN = 1.0 ,

XNCEN = 2.0,
YNCEN = 0.0,
ZNCEN = 0.0,
$END
$BRKINP
NBRICK = -2,

XBRKHIN= -2 .1,

-1.0,

YBRKHIN= - 2 . 0, -4 .0,
ZBRKHIN= -2.0,
XBRKHAX
= 6.0,

-4.0,
3.0,

YBRKHAX
= 2 . 0, 4.0,
ZBRKHAX
= 2.0,

4.0,

$END
$GROUPS$END
$XRINFO
IDXRAY= 1, IGXBEG= 5, IGXEND= 5, XDELTA = 0.0195,
$END
$FLOINP
ALPHA = 3.,

BETA = 0.,

FSHACH = 3.323,

REY = 187411.4,

GAHINF = 1.289,
$END
$VARGAH$END
$GRDNAH
NAME = 'GRID_l',
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IBZHAX= 47,

$END
$NITERS $END
$METPRII$END
$TIMACU
!TIME = 1, DT = 0 . 05,
$END
$SMOACU
SHOO = 1.0,

DIS2

= 2.0,

DIS4

= 0 . 04,

$END
$VISINP
VISCJ

VISCK = .F.,

. F.,

VISCL

= .T.,

CFLT

= 1,

$END
$BCINP
IBTYP = 5,
IBDIR = 3,
JBCS = 1,
JBCE

=

-1,

KBCS = 1,
KBCE = -1,
LBCS = 1,
LBCE = 1,
$END
$SCEINP $END
$SIXINP
IGHOVE= 0,
$END
SGRDNAM
NAME = 'GRID_2',

$END
$NITERS $END
$METPRII$END
$TIMACU
!TIME = 1, DT = 0.05,
$END
$SHOACU
SHOO= 1.0,

DIS2 = 2 . 0, DIS4 = 0 . 04 ,

$END
$VISINP
VISCJ = . F.,

VISCK

=

.F.,

VISCL = .T.,

CFLT = 1,

$END
$BCINP
IBTYP = 5, 10,
IBDIR = 3, 2,
JBCS = 1, 1,
JBCE = -1,

-1,

KBCS = 1, 1 ,
KBCE = - 1, 1,
LBCS = 1, 1,
LBCE = 1, -1 ,
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$END
$SCEINP $END
$SIXINP
IGM0VE = 0,
$END
$GRDNAM

NAME= 'GRID_3 ',
$END
$NITERS $END
$METPRM$END
$TIMACU
ITIME = 1, DT = 0 .06 ,
$END
$SM0ACU
SM00 = 1.0,

DIS2

=

2.0,

DIS4

= 0 . 04 ,

$END
$VISINP

=

VISCJ

. F.,

VISCK

=

. F . , VISCL

=

.T ., CFLT

=

1,

=

1,

$END
$BCINP
IBTYP

=

IBDIR

= 3,

JBCS

=

6, 10,
2,

1, 1,

JBCE = -1,

-1 ,

KBCS = 1 , 1,
KBCE = - 1 , 1,
LBCS

=

1, 1 ,

LBCE = 1 , - 1 ,
$END
$SCEINP $END
$SIXIN P
IGM0VE a 0,
$END
$GRDNAM
NAME = ' GRID_4 ',

$END
$NITERS $END
$METPRM$END
$TIMACU
ITIME = 1 , DT

= 0.0

6,

$END
$SM0ACU
SM00

=

1.0 , DIS2

= 2.0

, DIS4

= 0.04

,

SEND
$VISINP
VISCJ

=

.F. , VISCK

=

.F . , VISCL

=

. T. , CFLT

$END
$BCINP
IBTYP = 6,
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IBDIR

= 3,

JBCS = 1,
JBCE = -1,
KBCS = 1,
KBCE = -1,

LBCS = 1,
LBCE = 1,
$END
$SCEINP $END
$S1XINP
IGMOVE= 0,
$END
$GRDNAM
NAME = 'Off-body

grids',

$END
$NITERS $END
$METPRM$END
$TIHACU

ITIME = 1, DT = 0.05,

$END
$SMOACU
SHOO = 1.0,

D1S2 = 2 . 0,

D1S4 = 0 . 04,

$END
$VISINP
VISCJ

=

. F .,

VISCK = .F.,

VISCL = .F ., CFLT

=

1,

$END
$BCINP $END
$SCEINP $END
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